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The sculptural and the everyday unite in the work of Walter Keeler. This lidded jar is functional and
domestic yet has a sculptural form. Its appearance combines craft and industrial aesthetics. The
maker’s hand is visible in the throwing rings, incised lines and lid; however, the angled body has the
precision of mould production.

The shining salt-glaze surface which Keeler is renowned for (created by adding salt to the kiln
during the firing process), references 18th Century English pottery. However, the metalwork
appearance of the glaze also indicates Keeler’s interest in vessel forms outside the ceramic tradition,
such as milk churns and oil cans. The industrial body language of this lidded jar playfully disrupts
the wheel-thrown tradition of the British 20th century studio ceramics movement, specifically that
advocated by Bernard Leach.

The archetypal form firmly places this work in the tradition of ceramic domestic ware, which dates
to prehistoric pottery. Keeler first became interested in ceramics during childhood, from visiting
museums and archaeological digs to collecting shards mudlarking. He retains this fascination for



everyday material culture as he reimagines the sculptural qualities of utilitarian forms, including
teapots, jugs and bowls.

Keeler makes objects to live with, and as ceramic historian David Whiting says, ‘no-one has done
more to show how continually challenging tableware can be, or how persuasively it can be re-drawn
and re-made. [1] The display of ceramics has long been associated with the interior, and although
Keeler’s forms maintain their functionality, they are often displayed within domestic spaces as
sculptural works framing daily life.
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